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Abstract: - Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Panels are converting solar radiation into an electrical form of energy, the 
performance, and efficiency of PV Panels  are affected by several factors including environmental factors 
represented by air pollutants) typically includes PM10, fine PM2.5, NOx, Sox, and dust), as many studies have 
found that the efficiency of PV panels cell decrease when the concentration of air pollutant increase, in these 
study Air pollutant concentration and solar radiation data, were collected during the COVID-19 Pandemic, the 
result showed that a huge decrease in air pollutant concertation in Jordanian cities and slightly change in the 
percentage of solar radiation in study area MDA, the recommend to do the study again in an industrial or densely 
populated area, where pollution rates will be greater, which means a greater impact on the efficiency of solar PV 
Panels. 
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1 Introduction 
Solar energy is one of the major sources of renewable 
energy; it is free and clean. Renewable Energy in 
many countries produces an important share of the 
total energy production, Photovoltaic (PV) system is 
a renewable energy system, which converts the 
sunlight directly into electricity, the heart of a 
photovoltaic system is a solid-state device called a 
solar cell [1-6]. In 2019, PV generated 8.2% of gross 
electricity consumption with an electricity generation 
of about 46.5 TWh in Germany [7]. When light 
shines on a PV cell, it may be reflected, absorbed, or 
pass right through. But only the absorbed light 
generates electricity [1]. The performance of the solar 
modules is influenced by various factors such as the 
material the module is manufactured of, the angle of 
inclination of the solar module, the intensity of the 
solar radiation reaching the surface of the module, 
soiling of the module surface, module temperature, 
etc. Soiling is a term used to describe the deposition 
of dust on solar modules, which reduces the amount 
of solar radiation reaching the solar cells [8-11]. 
Jaszczur et al. and other researchers said that the 
performance of the photovoltaic modules is affected 

by several environmental factors such as wind speed, 
ambient temperature, humidity, rainfall, incident 
solar radiation intensity, and spectrum, dust 
deposition, pollution and shadowing [12-15].  
In the present study, the authors focus on the 
relationship between one of the Environmental 
Factors “air pollutants” and solar radiation 
incidents on PV modules during the COVED-19 
Pandemic. 
 

1.1 COVED-19 Pandemic 

COVID-19 (Corona Virus Disease 2019) was 
reported in December 2019 in Wuhan, due to its fast 
spread across the world Health Organization (WHO) 
stated the COVID-19 outbreak as a “Pandemic public 
health menace” On March 11, 2020 [16].  
The COVID-19 pandemic not only affects public 
health but also stopped life around the world, many 
sectors were affected by the pandemic, such as/*036 
global economic growth, education, and the 
environment, the world economy was negatively 
affected due to the stop of economic activities as a 
result of restriction movement and transportation to 
control the spread of the pandemic, as a result of 
decreasing economic activities, air pollutions percent 
are reducing. 
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1.2 COVID-19 Pandemic Effect on Air 

Pollutions rate in Jordan 

Many countries of the world have taken the decision 
to lockdowns most sectors to prevent the COVID-19 
Pandemic's spread. Cheval et. al [17] indicate that at 
the end of March 2020, reductions in air pollution 
were reported in China, Italy, and New York City, 
Moreover, an overview focused on several European 
countries reveals that the reduction of the weekly 
NO2, PM10, and PM2.5 concentrations during March 
and April 2020 is quasi general. Fig.  registered by 
the European Space Agency clearly shows how a 
strong reduction in emissions is now in place over 
major cities across Europe - in particular Paris, 
Milan, and Madrid. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Pollutants during the COVID-19 pandemic 

 
In Jordan, the environmental monitoring and 
assessment directorate/ministry of an environment 
prepared a study entitled “reduction of pollutants in 
the ambient air in Amman, Irbid, and Zarqa as a result 
of government actions taken from 15/3/2020 to 
15/4/2020 to respond to the Coronavirus (COVID-
19) Pandemic”. 
The period from 15/3/2020 to 15/4/2020, which was 
the period when government measures were 
enforced, included a partial and comprehensive 
lockdown to deal with the new COVID-19 pandemic, 
the data were compared with the same period last 
year and also with the period of a month before the 
crisis (14/2/2020 to 14/3/2020) .  
The study showed that the average rate of decline in 
the daily rates of PM10, taking into account the 

impact of dust storms recorded by ambient air quality 
monitoring stations in Amman city was around 38%, 
in Irbid city around 15%, and Zarqa city around 30% 
and the average rate of decline in all monitoring 
stations in the three provinces around 28%. The study 
also showed that the average rate of decline in the 
daily rates of PM10 without calculating the impact of 
dust storms to show the impact of the suspension of 
most human activities from transportation, industry, 
and services monitored by the ambient air quality 
monitoring stations in the city of Amman was around 
47%. Whereas, in the city of Irbid around 32%, in 
Zarqa city around 36%, and the average rate of 
decline in all monitoring stations in the three 
provinces around 38% [18]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Example; comparison of daily rates of PM10 in 
2020 and for the same period in 2019 at the Greater 

Amman municipality station. 
 
South Jordan and specifically Ma`an area doesn’t 
have a monitoring station. The red line in the above 
figure it’s the line between the pre-crisis and post-
crisis periods. Also, the study showed that the 
average rate of decline in the daily rates of nitrogen 
dioxide gas NO2 due to the discontinuation of most 
human activities from transportation, industry, and 
services, which were monitored by the ambient air 
quality monitoring stations in the city of Amman was 
around 50%, in the city of Irbid around 71% and 
Zarqa city around 56% and the average rate of decline 
in all monitoring stations in the three provinces 
around 59%.  
The average percentage of decline in the daily rates 
of SO2 concentrations due to the discontinuation of 
most human activities from transportation, industry, 
and services, which was monitored by the ambient air 
quality monitoring stations in the city of Amman was 
around 18%, in the city of Irbid around 47% and 
Zarqa city around 44% and the average rate of decline 
in all monitoring stations in the three provinces 
around 37%. 
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Fig. 3 Example; comparison of daily rates of No2 in 2020 
&for the same period in 2019 at the Greater Amman 

municipality station 

The results of the study Table 1 for monitoring the 
ambient air quality for inhaled fine particles 
suspended in the air with a diameter of equal or less 
than 10 microns PM10 (excluding dust storms) as 
well as all gaseous pollutants were within the 
allowable limits in Jordanian Standard No. 
(2006/1140) where no exceeding in daily rates was 
detected at all monitoring stations [18]. 
 

Table 1: The percentage of reduction in pollutant 
rates in the three major cities [18]. 

 

 
 

2 Relationship Between Air Pollutants 

and Photovoltaic (PV) Panels 

Efficiency 
 
Air pollutants include small-(PM10) and fine 
(PM2.5) particular matter, ozone, NOx, and Sox. The 
primary sources of these particles are incomplete 
combustion, automobile emission, dust, and cooking. 
Air pollutants affect how sunlight passes through the 
atmosphere, which scattering, and extinction of light 
reduces the available solar resource and increases the 
fraction of diffuse light [4, 19, 20]. 
To investigate this relation many researchers studied 
the effect of air pollutants on different types of 
photovoltaic cells, Table 2 shows some studies that 

focused on the effect of dust and other types of air 
pollutants on the performance of the solar PV cell. 
 
Table 2: Some studies investigated the effect of air 

pollutants on solar PV efficiency. 
 

Ref.  Study 

Locati

on  

Type of 

Air 

Pollutant  

Result  

[8] Nis, 
Serbia 

Dust (any 
particulat
e matter 
diameter 
of fewer 
than 500 
μm. 

Three Modules were used with regard to the type of air 
pollutant: 
 The efficiency of the carbon-soiled module was 

reduced on average by 37.6% as compared to the 
clean solar module. 

 The CaCO3 soiled module efficiency was reduced 
by 6.7%. 

 The efficiency of the soil particles soiled module 
was reduced by 6.8%. 

[21] Ahmed
abad, 
India 

PM, Dust, 
Ozone  

Global climate modeling (GCM) was used. 
 Solar energy production is currently reduced by 

17−25%. 
 PM is responsible for∼1 GW of solar power 

reduction. 
[22] Central 

Greece 
Aerosol 
(dust, 
PM10) 

The analysis and result are based on three integrated 
methods: 

 Performance ratio (PR) calculation. 
 Bilinear models to calculate the PV power 

generation. 
 normalized efficiency calculation. 

 The results show a decrease of 5.6% in PV 
performance only in high-concentration PM10.  

[19] Delhi Urban 
haze 
(PM2.5) 

The analysis and result for the relation between PM2.5 
concentration and the loss in solar irradiance received 
by flat panel silicon PV, using the form of a mono-
exponential decay. 
The study showed that silicon PV panels were reduced 
by 11.5% ± 1.5% or 200 kWh/m2 per year period from 
2016 - 2017 due to air pollution. 

 
3 Case Study; Ma`an Development 

Area (MDA) 
 
Jordan area is exposed to a very high solar irradiance, 
which has more than 300 sunny days a year, 
providing a sunshine duration of about 3125 
hours/year [23]  Alrwashdeh et al. [24] researcher has 
divided Jordan into five regions with regard to solar 
radiation as shown in Fig. 4. The southern region 
represents the Ma’an and Aqaba area, which has the 
highest solar isolation in the country and has the 
lowest values of diffuse irradiance. The annual 
average daily global irradiance is between 6-7 
kWh/m². 
 

 
Fig. 4 Global Solar Radiation Map of Jordan in 

Wh/M2/Day. 
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Also, Ma`an Area has enjoyed several competitive 
advantages, such as [25]: 
 The Highest Direct Solar Irradiance (DNI) is in the 

Arabian desert, north Africa, and Arabian 
Peninsula, where it amounts to 2700 kW/h/m2/y. 

 The Highest Gross Solar Irradiance (GHI) In the 
Arabian Desert, North Africa, and Arabian 
Peninsula, as it amounts to 2300 kW/h/m2/y. 

 The flat topography of the land. 
Due to these advantages, many projects were 
established in the Ma`an area, one of these projects 
being Ma`an Development Area, the data collected in 
this research from MDA 1028 kWp PV Plant, is as 
follows:  

 Energy (kWh)                                                  
 Performance Ratio (PR)        
 Irradiation (kWh/m2)  

Monthly Data March, April, and May 2019 and 
March, April, and May 2020. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 MDA PV plant 
 
The monthly data for March, April, and May 2020 
was during COVID-19 Pandemic (Table 3), since the 
air pollutants concentration decreased in all 
Jordanian cities due to the comprehensive and partial 
lockdown for all sectors, am used these data to 
compare it with the reading after COVID-19 
Pandemic for the same period 2019. 
 
Table 3 Monthly Data March, April, and May 2019-

2020. 
 

Parameter 
March April May 

2019 2020* 2019 2020 2019 2020 

Energy (kWh) 175,048 165.46 195,094 183,099 196.299 191,382 

Performance 
ratio   

87.30% 87.5% 87.47% 85.9% 86.98% 83.6% 

Irradiation 
(kWh/m2) 

194.7 183.85 217.0 207.4 225.5 226.4 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 6 Comparison of the monthly irradiation rate in 

2020, 2021, and the same period in 2019 (Covid-
19). 

 
Figure 6 shows the comparison between solar 
irradiation in 2019, 2020, and 2021. There is a slight 
decrease in irradiation in May 2020 and 2021 in 
comparison with May 2019, other months are within 
the range.  On 15 March 2020 region and Jordanian 
cities witnessed a huge dust storm called “the Dragon 
Storm “, dust accumulated on the surface of the solar 
panels, which may be one of the reasons for the 
significant decrease in irradiation in march 2021 in 
comparison with 2019. Another reason for the lack of 
a noticeable change in solar radiation is due to the 
ambient air quality in the Ma`an area in comparison 
with Jordanian cities, so reading will observe 
differences in main cities like Amman, Zarqa, or 
industrial regions. 
 
4 Conclusion 
 
During the COVID-19 pandemic, Most countries 
responded by social distancing measures and 
severely diminished economic and other activities 
such as transportation, industrial infrastructure, 
tourism, school, and universities, the energy used by 
industrial processes and the road transportation sector 
are responsible for about 54% of the nonmethane 
volatile organic compounds (NMVOC), 51% of the 
NOx, 30% of PM2.5 and 25% of SOx emissions.  This 
response has an impact on humans and the 
environment, Consequently, the impact on air quality 
was rapidly visible at various spatial scales, in Jordan 
for example; the concentration of air pollutants 
Significantly decrease, And by reference to many 
studies research I found that inverse relationship 
between the efficiency solar PV Panels and Air 
pollutants concentration, when the air pollutants rate 
increase the performance and energy produced 
decreased,  the solar radiation data collecting from 
MDA appeared slightly changed in solar radiation 
rate during and before the pandemic. The authors 
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suggest doing further investigation for this study by 
collecting solar radiation data from industrial or  
Areas with more traffic. 
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